Rocky Mountain Pools and Spas
Ltd

.
WE CAN DESIGN, BUILD, FINANCE AND MAINTAIN YOUR HOT TUB OASIS

Top 5 Hot Tub Buying Protocols
Insights And Intelligence For Your Advantage
___

By the Sales and Service Folks

It Is A Comfort To Know, You've Checked All Your
Options
Know the reasons you’re buying a hot tub, will
you use it for relaxation, health, romance or

family fun? A new hot tub adds appeal and resale value to your home, ask about our home
equity loans.
Before you purchase you’ll need to learn enough insight or data about how hot tubs are built to
make a smart longterm buying decision, all contributing to your absolute best hot tub ownership
experience. Quality, lifestyle, plus lifetime performance.
Investing a little time now to fully understand the options in the quality of the hot tub you’re
buying and the varying operating and maintenance costs, can save you hundreds of dollars a
year in electricity and potentially thousands in repairs.
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The Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience®

How Long Will You Own Your Tub
A state of the art well designed and manufactured hot tub can last you for over 20 years and the
replacement parts will be available!
To be clear; These ‘
Top 5 Protocols
’ are experienced and witnessed by us and by observing
and gathering years of feedback from real Calgary, Alberta, Saskatchewan and British Columbia
customers – many of whom ended up coming to us as experienced hot tubbers whom were
seeking value and looking for more security. Our clients say the nicest things about us!
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The Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience®

INSIGHT #
ONE:
A LOWER PRICE; BUYING THE RIGHT HOT TUB MEANS A BETTER DEAL

There are vast differences in the way all hot tubs are designed and manufactured,
greatly affecting the real value.
You can get what you pay for in hot tubs, as you do in life, with the right fit.
Many hot tubs are offered on the market, advertised by the number of jets and the horsepower
of their pumps, a wide variety of shapes, styles and sizes, some seem like a really great deal.
One must factor price and temper it with the lifecycle of the tub, including; ergonomics, the very
comfort, ease of use, performance, safety, water quality, reliability, and most importantly, the
energy efficiency or power usage and lifetime cost of ownership.
The wellness and relaxation benefits of hot water therapy are the same in most well tempered
hot tubs, the real variable is in the overall performance, and uptime of the hot tubs in question
or selected to be compared, is it the same?
Time and money, energy costs, longevity and maintenance, tubs are built as reliable as the
constraints and intents of the builders. You want bestofclass, industry leading, indoor/outdoor
spas, with proper balanced insulation and the highest quality pumps and heaters!
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The Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience®

INSIGHT #
TWO:
UNDERSTANDING HOW ALL MAKES OR MODELS CLEAN WATER

Your new hot tub must be designed right, built with superior water handling equipment
to properly sanitize and clean the water you relax in and heal your body with.
Filters sized right, multiple filter cartridges, and controlled integrated sanitizing should be a
standard feature of your new tub selection.
Continuous circulation, heating, and filtering with specialized pumps to avoid wear of your main
pumps, variable by usage and load on the tub with complete turnover up to 5 times a day,
including sensors and indicators which display real time water quality. Your new tub will cost
less than a 75 watt light bulb to operate per day. Automation avoids the stress on the system to
heat, or run long cleaning cycles.
You want natural ozone or salt water systems which avoid some side effects of high chlorine
and bromine concentrations in the waters. Soak in the most holistic and natural environment
possible.
Our Salt water sanitizing systems naturally generate four powerful sanitizing oxidants, they
generate active oxygen, a natural chlorine, ozone and hydrogen peroxide.
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The Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience®

INSIGHT #
THREE:
INCLUDING ENERGY EFFICIENCY CALCULATIONS IN OUR COLD CLIMATE

Spas are a welcome sight, big electric bills will never be.
Deciding on a brand, size or model of spa, ask your dealer the actual cost to run the spa. Great
brands and dealers know your electric costs within the local rates, guaranteed.
Several key factors go into manufacturing energy efficient hot tubs. One factor that really
contributes to energy efficiency is how the spa is insulated and vented.
Just like any construction, the better the insulation, the more money you’ll save heating it.
You will look for spas that are “totally insulated” and properly “fully foamed” with highdensity
foam. Ask your dealer to show you and explain how and why this is important. Energy standards
for spas and hot tubs compliance are in effect in every jurisdiction.
In order to be highly rated in certification, spas and hot tubs must be energy efficient and have
the least environmental impact.
The hot tub you want is of the highest energy compliance. Operational costs depend on make or
model you buy, the temperature you set, your frequency of use and mean ambient temperature.
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The Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience®

INSIGHT #
FOUR:
BUYING FROM A MANUFACTURER OR A DEALER THAT LASTS

Choosing the right dealer is as important as choosing the right hot tub.
You are beginning a longterm relationship. You want to purchase your hot tub from a dealer
that is honest, sells only high quality hot tubs, has been in the business for many years, and has
many positive 5 star reviews on its web site.
A great dealer will have a lot of happy customers and many testimonials to back up their claims.
As with many other companies that sell products and services, a hot tub dealer should get a lot
of their business from referrals – ask them about this. Be sure that the hot tub technicians are
factorytrained inhouse employees, who are licensed, bonded and insured.
The company you do business with should be known as the hot tub professionals in your local
with expertise to support you for up to 20 years after your purchase.
Most successful spa dealers got that way by offering their own great customer service and the
best spa brands they know. A real value proposition.
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Service and Satisfaction
The Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience®
You need to know
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

How long have they been in business?
How financially secure are they, will they guarantee parts available 20 years from now?
Is their spa technology cutting edge?
Are they environmentally conscious?
Are they a local industry leader with reviews?
What type of warranty do they offer?
Do they have a service department with certified technicians inhouse and happy like
us?

Read On To Number Five of “The 
Top 5 Hot Tub Buying Intel Protocols”
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The Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience®

INSIGHT#
FIVE:
CHOOSING A BRAND WITH POLICIES AND PRACTICES WHICH SUPPORT YOU

FROM SIMPLE WATER CARE QUESTIONS TO TECHNICAL SERVICE.
Ask any dealer you’re considering being a client of, what they offer you for support services, you
may really count on after the sale. The dealer testimonials do tell all, is the dealer likely to be
around to help answer questions and perform warranty service, over the coming years if
needed?
Will they help you fill the hot tub, test it and give you an introductory lesson on how to operate
it?
Will they call you proactively to see if there are any questions they might answer?
Make your hot tub experience as relaxing and enjoyable as owning a hot tub should be. A vast
majority of hot tub dealers offer services for their customers only, or their brand only.
Check for dealers that offer services to owners of all brands and models of hot tubs and saunas.
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We understand and can help you get started or going again!
If you already own a spa that is in need of repair, we may be able to fix your current spa so you
don’t immediately have to buy a new one.
If you own a spa and just want to trade it in, a hot tub dealer that services other brands may
take your current spa as a tradein and finance.
Trust and understanding in a cooperative with you, we endeavor to exceed your every
understanding and clearly explain your expectations.
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The Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience®

Let's Begin

100% of hot tub buyers (including all of us) recommend you lay your hands onto
any hottub you would begin to think of buying. ‘Kicking the tires’ of any hot tub
you’re interested in, is the only way it will soak in! Touching and feeling the
actual models, comparing carefully all hot tubs in your price range, feel the
actual differences, see the quality, workmanship, insulation, filtration, and the
comfort.
To make this easier, we are open 7 days a week and have many new and used hot
tubs on display to help find the perfect price, size and color for you.
We invite you to come in with your questions and if you like your bathing suit we’ll
provide the answers, the bathrobes and the ‘tireless masseuse’, the hot tub jets!
To contact one of our friendly sales and service team and book some interview or test time:
403.243.6667
info@rmps.com
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The Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience®

A Hot Spring Hot Tub from Rocky Mountain Pools and Spas Ltd. provides
a pleasing, powerful combination of massage and hot water.
With absolute pride in our products and service, we present; oneofakind
massage, innovative water care systems, and features that keep water
hot and operating costs low. Ask about the 
Ace® Salt Water System
.
Plus, you can count on our decades of experience and our unparalleled
customer care, for 
The Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience®.
Thanks so much for reading, please share your questions and comments with us, good day.
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